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1. Introduction 
A partial conservation of axial-vector current (PCAC) /1/ is a 

very profound principle reflecting a non-trivial structure of vacuum. 
In contrast to conservation of vector current which is ensured by the 
equality of nucleon masses, special requirements are needed in the 
case of axial current even in the chiral limit when quark masses are 
equal to zero. Existence of a massless Goldstone meson (pion) and ful
filment of definite relations between axial meson and pion contribu
tions to the weak hadron current are required. Therefore, within the 
4-momentum transfer Q2 ~ 0 PCAC makes it possible to express coupl
ing constants or amplitudes of the axial meson interaction with hadron 
via analogous values for a pion. One example is the Goldberger-Trei
man /2/ relation, another one is the Adler relation /3/, whioh conneots 
the amplitude of the neutrino-hadron inelastic interaction (e.g. 
vIII' -".M F ,where F';' N) at Q2 = 0 with the pion interaction amp

litude ('fP/ ....;). 
In the paper by Piketty-Stodolsky /4/ one finds a detailed analy

sis of hadron neutrino-production (<:jf. A,. p, ... ). The main problem 
is the Q2 extrapolation from the region of PCAC applicability to the 
values of Q2 ~ 1 (GeV/c)2. When the Adler relation was "matched" with 
the contribution of the intermediate A1-meson state in paper /4/, a 
peculiar result was obtained, namely the cross-section of elastio pion 
scattering was equal to the cross section of diffractive dissooiation 
(<if - A, ), while experimentally these oross-sections differ by more 
than an order of magnitude. The reason for this paradox and the prob
lem of extrapolation over Q2 are considered in section 2 of this 
paper. 

In Lackner's paper /5/ the process of coherent Single pion neutri
no-production off nuclei is oonsidered. However, the dependence on Q2 
was taken into account only in the form of the nuclear formfactor de
pendence on the longitudinal momentum transfer. The absence in /5/ of 
Q2-dependence of the amplitude of neutrino-production off nucleon re
sults in the incorrect dependences of neutrino-production cross-sec
tions on the neutrino energy (oL E) and on the nucleus atom::l.o number 

1/3)(oc A • These problems are considered in Sec. 3. 
The coherent Single pion neutrino-production was also regarded 

in Rein-Sehgal's paper /6/. The amplitude of neutrino-production off 
a nucleon as a function of Q2 was taken in the pole form with the 
axial mass MA:::: 1 GeV. However, this approximation was not grounded 
and the problem /4/ of extrapolation over Q2 was not discussed at all. 
Besides, a completely inoorreot formula contradioting Quantum Mecha
nics was used for the amplitude of elastic qjA-scsttering. These 
problems are discussed in Sec. 3. 
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In the present paper the dispersion analysis of the single pion 
neutrino-production amplitude is performed (Sec. 2). Results of the 
analysis are used to obtain the cross-sections of coherent (Sec. J) 

and incoherent (Sec. 4) single pion neutrino-production off nuclei. 
In Sec. 5 the results of calculations are compared with the existing 
experimental data. The experimental selection of coherent events is 
also dtscussed. Sec. 6 deals with the process of single A1-meson neut
rino-production. 

2. Dispersion Generalization of the Adler Relation 

Let us consider pion production in the Qbarged current: 

VN-,-lJ['+}/- (1) 

The process will be charecterized by the following kinematic variables: 
E is tpe incident neutrino energy; E' is the muon energy; V!is E-E'; 
q2 5 ~Q2 is the square of the 4-momentum trensfer from neutrino to 
the muon; kT L are the transversal or longitudinal (with respect to- . kLthe q-momentum) momentum components of the recoil nucleon; ~ 

(W~./ + Q2 )/2V. The variables kT end kL appear to be more convenient 
than the nucleon 4-momentum transfer squared t ~ -k~-k~ • 

Let us consider the contribution of axial current to the cross
section of reaction (1). At Q2 =0 the PCAC ~othesis gives a very 
simple expression known as the Adler relation IJ7 for a oontribution 
of axial current to the cross-section of reaction (1): 

G2Jc:J(V";-jffNJJ _ E't2 riC/!;.!
1 1_" "r -2(7;'2 vE J!.S,4ff-Z ~ (2)

Q~O 11 • r.( k.~ 
where G .. 10-5 m;2 is the universal constant of the weak: interaction; 
/r=O.33m,.iS the'if~Y decay constant; clbJIV/Jk; is the differenti
al cross-section of elastic <it'; -scattering at the pion energy }J • 

If one puts down the dispersion relation over Q2 for the axial 
part of the process (1) ampl1 tude, theu one could naively expect at 
small values of Q2 the dominanoe of the pion pole. However, it is 
not true, since the pion pole contribution is suppressed by the pion 
mass squared 13,4/. A contribution of the same order appears from 
more distant singularities, i.e. poles (A1, AJ, ••• ) and a cut at 
y2 m 9 ~. This contribution is connected with the pion pole by the 
Adler relation. 

It bas been shown in ref. 141 tbat if one takes into account only 
the contribution of A1-meson to the oross-section of single pion neutri
no-produotion 
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d6 (vtJ-ScrrN) _ Jill ~ )2 OZ '/FE'- Q2 d G611/~1!) (3) 

J»J(}2 k: - q;2 lfE2 tA(Q2+m:>2 2 If I Jk~ • 

then at Q2 _ 0 it follows from PCAC that 

P'" A 2. d6']tJ..A N) l ~6~Al (4)4 f.Lrwt Q kf 1 .. t.". ,
rnA Qi_O T kT 

...here J6f;rJ...A,tI)/d k: is thE! reaction <j'tI..A
1
"; cross-section 

dependent on the pion virtualit;y Q4; tA is the A1 ..... ).f Y decay con
stant connected W1th the fo-e+e- decay constant Ir by the second 
Weinberg sum rule I7ltA =I,. • 

Relation (4) ensures trensition to Adler relation (2) at Q2 --0. 

However. a problem appears ho... to extrapolate relation (2) to the,re
gion of large Q2. If, one substitutes the experimental value 
6':1'''..).,'') to (3), then at large Q2::; m; one finds the neutrino produc
tion cross section to be an order of magnitude smaller than the result 
of extrapolation of the Adler relation (2) W1th the axial formtactor 

F~~(Qa) = (1 + tiYm!r l
. 

(5 ) 

The paradox is caused by the fact that in contrast to the vector 
current. for ...hich the dolll1Dsnce of vector mesons takes place, a con
tribution from the A.1-meson to the axlal current is not dominant. It 
is blown tbat the cross-section 6('1ftl-A,N') i8 only about 10% of 
the total cross-section of pion d1tfractive dissociation. Therefore, 
in the dispersion relation for the amplitude of reaction (1) one 
should expect a dominance of the aut connected with aRltiparticle 
final states in the d1ffractive dissociation reaction en"... X"; • As 

is ....ll-known (see, for instanoe la/), the mein contribution to the 
non-resonant baoltground in this reaction is connected W1th the f-W 
pair produotion, ...hich is ...ell described b;y the Deok aodel 19/. In 
this oase the dependance of the spectral function of the dispersion 
relation on x2 (Pfi -s;ystem effectiva lII8SS squared) is defined by the 
factor (x2 - m;)-1. !rbwl the cut contribution to the 8%181 formtactor 
(normalized per unity at Q2 • 0) is presented b;y the following expres
sion: 
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'l:>O ~ 

cut 2J d 11e.Fw (Qt.) == (m,+m'/i.) (Q2.+M"XH?:..m;) 

(ltItm,.-).!. 


-- ~'p ... m"l en [1 + r/ ... mi-]. 
(6) 

Qa + m~ (m ... m,..).!!
f 

Power series expansion of this expression at swall Q2. b$s a form: 
p~ut(Q2) ~ 1 _ Q2/2 (mp +m~ )2. It follows from the first Weinberg sum 
rule 171 derived in the chiral limits Ill..... 0 that 2m~ .. mi (note tb$t 
relation 2(1111' +111.)2 .. mi is fulfilled numerically much better). 

Thus Q2-dependences of A1-pole and rqr -cut contributions in the 
axial formfactor of reaction (1) coincide at swall Q2, Prom comparison 
of'(5) and (6) one can easily see tb$t numerical Similarity of these 
expressions at Q2 ~ m! is also held w:l.th a high accuracy. The fact 
that the pr. -cut "center of mass" coincides with the A1-pole position 
seems quite non-trivial. Similarity of the pfII -system mass spectrum 
in the reaction qr,/ -.rii"; and the Breit-Wigner curve describ1llg 
A1-meson, results from the superposition of a decrease of the Deck 
amplitude w:l.th .?- and a threshold increase of the pen -system phase 
space volume. The pb$se space volume is not included in integral (6). 
therefore the imitation of the pole contribution by the non-resonant 
background in these two cases seems to be caused by different reasons. 

Since Q2-dependences of formfactors (5) and (6) are close and the 
cross-section normalization at Q2 • 0 is fixed by Adler relation (2), 
the relative values of pole and cut contributions are irrelevant. The 
cross-section is extrapolated to the region of Q2 ~ 0 by multiplying 
expression (2) by p~(Q2), where the formfsctor Pu(Q2) is taken further 
on in form (5). 

3. Coherent Ueutrino-Production of Pions off NUclei 

Let us consider the process \J A- J4 'ifA • where a nucleus re
mains in the initial state. The process is of interest. since here the 
diffractive mecb$n1sm contribution is enhanced. Indeed, the vector 
current contribution in this case is not only suppressed by the factor 
~ Iv , but also forbidden by the quantum number selection rules in 

the coherent process. The axial current contribution in the coherent 
neutrino production cross-section can be calculated using the Adler re
lation: 
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2. I l d6'iiA .2
"C?_(~A,-~":1) = I:? )I~ {. 7f!l 1~(Q.2)1 • (7 ) 

Here 
I '1f-A 

a 6 et' . .f I 'irA 12- (8)~ =iFfi I.e (k-r)
T C! 

f'iiA ( 2 ........ {t ['irK ]} ,
~e (k ) = i. JJ b exp(, k~) - exp t/pe(o)T(I:.) (9 ) 
T 

C>O 

where T{t.),,:LJi~(I!.Jb) is the nuclear profile function; 

(10)fA (i!:,b) = SJ2
b' ~(i!> b')2'if1~N exp[- ~i!,.2J· 

fA (~,b) is the single particle nuclear density dependent on the 
longitud1:nal coordinate :i! and the impact parameter b; BwN is the 
slope parameter of elastic 9fAl:scattering. All formulae in this 
section are written in the form of optical approximation for the sake 
of visual proof. Yore accurate formulae obtained with the substitu
tion of the follow:l.ng type exp(-GT) _ t 1 - ¥ ] A are used for 

numerical calculations in section 5. which allows introduc1llg essen
tial corrections for light nuclei. 

For heavy nuclei T(b) in the Sn-I'I« R~ /2. appro.xiwation b$s a 
simpler form: T(b)~ S.:'d~J:l"2.) •..,,.The amplitude l:t (/<r) in (9) 

is normalized by the requirement I:t(o)::; ./2. (1-f)e;,7nI , where 
p =- Re O'fl/(o)II WI I1f'" (0) • 'f"of 

J 1""e fel.2.2 
At slll811 values of kT <.<.1/RA differential cross-section (8) can 

be presented in the following form: 

I ~A 
~ 6/le01 k! 

T 

= 
(~A)a 2 

<Q:1ot exp (- B k )
1671 T T , 

(11) 

where 

to:! =2JoIcb {1- exp[- f 6i~~T(b)] c05[~fG:~T(I,)JJ ' (12) 
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(13)8 = J(h:?> =6~ fiji> h2. {1- exp[-J Gi '":'T(b)ll.
T ~~ 	 Q 

As in the case of the neutrino-production on a nucleon. the 
amplitude is extrapolated to the region of velues of Q2 ~ 0 in (7) 
using the formfaotor FA(Q2) determined from dispersion relations. 
Since the amplitude of neutrino-produotion on nucleus is proportional 
to the nuoleon amplitude, it Can be easily shown that FA(Q2) is fac
torized in the :following form: 

Fi (02) == F,., (Q2) if (Ql). 	 (14) 

The formfaotor IN(Q2) was introduced 	in the previous seotion and Q2_ 
- 2dependence of the nuclear formtactor FA(Q ) is determined by the ano

malous thresholds /10/ close to Q2 • 0 and causing a strong Q2-depen
dence of the FA(Q2). However, an acourate calculation of the anomalous 
cut contribution is a complicated problem even for light nuolei /11/. 
Let US use an adequate method of oalculation by the Glauber formalism: 

y;# C>O 

~(i)= ~.,~ Jd2bjJe exp(lkLl)y(t)i!.) )( 
+ot -00 

C><> 

l 
x exp (- i 6::: J011' feb, e )] • 	

(15) 

z 
At Q2«2)1,JRA this expression can be simplified it FA is written 

in the following torm: 

~(Q.a) ~ exp(-iB,k:)' 	 (16) 

w~re. as follows trom (15), 

(17)Bl. =(l2) _ <~>c. 

The averQin8 i8 done b7 the fOl'1lll:l.1a 

f!171,/ - 
(2 "'> = :fA SJ2bJoil in feb) z) )( 

toot _ .. - (18) 

x exp(-tC5:' ldi!'f(b)i!I)]. 
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Though expressions (11) and (16) are only valid for low values of kT 
and k L• we shall use caloulat~ons in the total Tange to simplify them. 
EXpressions (8) and (15) are more aoourate. 

One should also note that we have not taken into aooount the 
inelastio screen1:cg /12,13/ oorreotions to 0!f . At small values 
of \1 ~ 10 GeV, which give the main oontribution to the cross-section 
in the existing neutrino experimenta, these correotions are negligibly 
small. These corrections grew with V up to the value of an order 
of 10%. Tbeir contribution to the total oross-seotion is negative and 
oan be estimated by the formula /13/: 

'iN 
~'iiA J121J J ~I [1 <;;,1 ]..6. tn v{,,~ =: Lhr ~ b aM JM2J~: ae:t -2qo't TO,) )( (H) 

~ 	 ~T 

x/F(1L}b)l· 
c::7J/J .2 I 2

Here d IUddll-'M ~ ~ T is the differential oross-section of reaotion 
"1iJ- X,.; , where !rI is the effeotive mass of the X beam; 91..::::: 
:::: 012_ m;:)/2v and iJ-T are longitud1nal and transversal momentum 
transfer oomponents; 

C>O 

F(0 L) b) =SdZO(h, 2)exp(i.~ z.) 	 (20)r -c><»A L 

is the longitudinal formfactor of a nucleus. 
Finslly, we small calculate the kL-dependence of cross-section 

2. wA 2. 	 II (21) 

- ffih) Gil' €.. rIi:'" -en (1+'(;")J QXP r_ BL Wl.a (t;; + y)2J ' 
-\.7rnA(~+y)3l'A A r l{E2. ;4()A

A a,. 

wbere 'CA = 2 Ekl../m~-(; ~::2 ~/m~. 2. 

At high energies, when BL m1 JA2. IE .t....(. i ,expression (21) has 
its meximum at kL:::::. t m.; IE , which is equal to the velue 

olG(v~ ~)!'iIA) I = fG.hr..)2.l. am-A E2. . 
\'if rnA 27 ~eJI'IQ.}( 
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Vfuen kL increases, cross-section (21) decreases as l/kL• Therefore, 
at a high neutrino energy the axial formfactor of a nucleon causes a 
maximum in the distribution of cross-section over ki . The wiqth of 
this maximum is much smaller than the value ..1 ki, ~ 1/BL ' which is 
determined by the nuclear formfactor (this phanomenon resembles the 
reaction of Coulom~ hadron production off nuclei). However. one should 
not misidentify this peak as a contribution of the coherent events/14/ 
which forma a peak ...., 1/~ wide. 

It follows t~t at high energies the total cross-section for 
coherent neutrino-production of pions increases as lnE and depends 
on the atomic number of a nucleus as 6;# :::; A2/3. At the same time 
at low energies the cross-section grows linearly with E and inoreases 
as A1/3 with the atomic number of a nucleus. ~e results 
of numerical calCUlations are presented in section 5. 

4. Incoherent Neutrino-Production of Pionp off Nuclei 

A process followed by the nuclear destruction appears to be the 
background to the coherent neutrino-production of pions. This process 
is analogous to the quasielastic hadron scattering on nuclei. Its 
cross-section denoted by()~A~~dX) is equal to: 

'iiA
d6(IJA-)i"/ XJ _ cle5(vN_ flwAl) (22)~ 
dve! Q2.J k; - 0/)) d Q2- cI k2. 

T G~'" ' 
'itA 'iTA (;>(.'11A 'iiA 

where GabS =6 iot - vee - 6,ef is the absorption cross-section of 
piOns on nuclei: 

6~~= Si~b{ l- exp[-6',:"Ta,>1j. (23) 

The cross-section of neutrino-production of pions otf a nucleon 
included in (22) has contributions of axial current as well as of vec
tor ourrent, which can be calCUlated in the p-dominance approxima
tion 14/. As a result. the cross-section has the following form: 

J. 0 (VN-)i'it" ) .2 I < 2 'ifN 
~ =.£ .£ {f (1 + Q2 Im.2)- d6«f +01 v 01 Q2. d k2- 2w2. vE f'lf I' A 7T! 

T 
T 

.z Q.2+ I -q (1 + a'i'm2;-2. d6 (7IN- eN) ] 

(24) 

f l'rl, r 

J kl 
T 

f 

whers Ip=~m;f8.t.; Sf' is the dimensionless universal coupl1:Dg 
cons1:ant •<pr.. p'tlll, ••• ), .a.;/':rW::: 2.1 

Only the transversal component of (trAl....,N') cross-nctionGT 
remains in (24). Actually, the /lata /15/ tit on this reaction oross
section in the energy range 2 GeY <.JS < 10 GeV us1:Dg expression 

GT (W N.,,, fN) = e:'V~. (25) 

where» is the energy in the lab system in GaY, yields the va
lues of 6'0" 8.27 .± 0.5 mb, ~ • -1.85 .± 0.03. The value f> indicat
es that in this energy range the beUcit,y flip CJi -excharlge dominates. 

t.t us also calculate the kL- distl"1bution of the cross-section 

for incoherfillt neutrino-production. To simplify the integrat;1.on, let 

us f:Lx J3 • -2. 


G2
dG (vA -+Jfil X) _ ~ {,2.6'" EZ. r'l"A - en (1.+'lA)7

J kl - qrL 6'irll t'l\ eL;:nr L (rc: +y).! j 
L LI'\ A A OA 

J; <5"" 2tz;(1-{P).,. (1:,+2{p +'if")lnl¥~+1)/~JfJl (26)

7fWiT 0 (fLr+!y)({-dfY" ], 

where If = m.:-/~2-; czr =2EkL/m; -Jf . 
5. Calculations 

~~ 
Calculating the XJlot cross-section by formula (12) and the 

slope parameters ~ and !t b,y formulae (13). (17) and (18) we used the 
Woods-Sakson nuolear density distl"1bution: 

f('t) = fo[i + eXf(rr ~R)]-f, 

.3 A ( 2.)-1 (27) 
2.- Tilt.Po - '1m".! 1 + J<r 

'rile value. of parameters R and Q. taken from ref. /17/ for different 
nuclei are listed in the Table. fbi radius of the nucleon oharge dis
tl"1bu.tion was taken into account /18/. 'rile value. of ~. !t, 6101 
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calculated at . 0;;; • 24 mb and the values of es:is calculated at 
G5!~~ • 20 mb are also presented in the Table. The value ot )P 

tor tbe t-channel isoscalar amplitude is approximately independent 
ot tbe energy /19/ end was tixed by f· 0.2. '-A 

It worth notin8 that the expression tor 6'./'t ' which was used 
in ref. /16/, is erroneous and contradiots the di~aotive origin of 
the 'II -A scatterin8. \'/hen absorption ot piOns by nuolear matter in-

f'I'('lTA"
oreases tbe oross-section ~~+ should also inorease. In the oase 
ot dittraative soattering on a "blaok disk" the total oross-section 
attains the maximum value 67.1 =2:ir R,2; wbile the cross-seotion cal
oulated in ret. /6/ tends to ·zero. The use ot this erroneous tormula 
leads to some ~contro11ed errors in calculations and makes tbe com
parison with Axperimental data senseless. Note that results ot calcu
lation of Cj~t adduced in the Table have uncertainty only about 1% 
/18/. 

~. Parameters of Woods-Sakson density (27) and the results ot 
Q'iiA e5....Acalculation of tot • Abs.. BT and ~. 

A R II 6 5iA 6,'7rA B.r ~ 
to~ , abs 

fm fm fm tm2 fm2 fm2 

20 2.80 0.571 38.1 25.5 ).49 2.85 
27 2.84 0.569 49.3 29.8 ).68 2.85 
40 ).)9 0.612 65.6 42.1 4.87 ).76 
64 4.20 0.569 91.5 57.0 5.96 4.)1 

110 5.3) 0.5)5 138.2 87.7 8.)9 6.01 
150 5.72 0.650 181.3 111.8 10.6 7.24 
184 6.51 0.535 2)0.8 135.0 12.0 8.09 
207 6.62 0.546 250.2 150.7 12.6 8.15 
238 6.80 0.605 284.) 168.2 13.5 8.98 

As at a low energy .J the cross-section f!S;:j(v) inoreases, we 
also calcul.ate tbe values ot 6l!~.:ar and ~ tor diUerent 

r.:! v-iJvalues ot ~t.~ • It turns out that the ettects ot simultaneous 
growth ot G!~ and:ar. ~ cencell eaoh other. This justities 
the above-adopted approximation with f!5f!~ independent of 11 • 
Nevertbeless it is desirable to exclude in the experiment tbe re
gion ot small Y , whicb gives a negligible contribution to tbe 
aohereni neuirino-produotion oroaa-aection. 

The k~ distributions of ooberent end incoberent contributions 

line is a sum of the coherent 
and incoherent contributions. 

1 
'" '2. 

0; 

! 
'>
! 
~ 

." 

NE 
'f),<J 1)1 

'Id 

'",~ 
"
t 
4 

E ~l(X)GeV 

E ~ 10GeV 

c· 56"" 

E""'" 

Ev(~) 

Pig. ). The total oross-section ltg. 4. The cross-section ot 
of tbe reaction V~ -..)4.+Ifr- hi!. • single pion coherent neutrino\ E:z::perimental points O-are from /14/; production va the atomio number 
• -are from /20/. The theoretical of a target nuoleus at different( curve is calcuJ.ated 1r1th allowence neutrino energies.
tor the cuts used in the experi
ment. 
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lig. 1. Tbe ki-d1stribution of tbe 
coherent (tbe dasbed line) and 
incoherent (tbe dasbed-dotted 
line) oontributions to tbe single
pion neutrino-production otf 
neon. The experimental histo
gram from /14/ is normalized for 
tbe xbeoretical crRss-seotion 
at kt < 0.015 GeV~. The solid 

o,os·.1 ---'----'~O,L'2-'
k; ,c.v2) 

Fig. 2. The k~-distribution of tbe 
coberent (tbe'dasbed line) and 
i.ncoberent (tbe dasbed-dotted 
line) contributions to tbe single
pion neutrino-produotion Oft 
nson for 'libe events wi tb k < 
0.015 GeVZ. ~erimental da a 
are taken from /14/. Tbe solid 
line is a sum of tbe coberent 
end incoberent contributions. 

to the croas-seotion of slDgle pion neutrino-production off a neon 
nucleus at E • 40 GeV is given in Pig. 1. One cen see that the inoo
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herent contribution, as the coherent one has a manlllUm at sDlBll k£. 
As mentioned above, this is connected with the nu~leon tormfactor 
behaviour in the axial current (see tormu.la (26». The vector ~urrent 
contribution at sDlB11 values ot k£ is suppressed due to the tactor 
Q2 in torlllUla (24). As is seen in Fig. 1, the contribution at inco
herent events under the peak is l~e and cannot be separated by 
simple extrapolation trom the region ot larse k~. 

fo select coherent events, it is necessar,y to tit the experimen
tal (\1str1bution over k~ with two Gaussian exponents. ene ot them 
corresponds to the coherent contribution, another to the incoherent 
one. Their relative values are determined by the k~ cut. Thus in /14/ 
events with k~ < 0.015 Gev2 were selected. The corresponding data are 
shown in ~. 2. It one describes this distribution by one e:z:ponent 
/14/, a conside;rabl.e contribution ot the inQoherent events will re
sult in • too smooth distribution with thll J\. • 2S+l OeV-2 slope tor 
the events trom k~< 0.015 Gev2. In :rig. 2 QIle can- see al.so the re
sults ot our calculations tor the coherent end incoherent contribu
tions to the cross-section integrated over k~ in the rep-on ot k~ < 
0.015 Gev2. Comparison ot data and calculations proves thet events 
with k~ >0.05 Gev2 are incoherent. 

In Pig. ) the results ot calculations at the total cross-section 
ot coberent single pion neutrino-prodUction are compared with the 
experimental data. In Pig. 4 the cross-section ot coherent neutrino
production ot pions is shown as a tunction ot the atomic number at 
various neutrino energies. 

6. Single A1-Meson Beutrino-Production 

!he Adler relation connects the cross-section tor neutrino-pro
duction ot single A1-mesons at Q2::::: 0 with the cross-section 
5(r;r,j - A1 ,;) , wbioh, as mentioned above, is ver,y slII811 at high 
ene1'8ies » . Therefore, a noticeable contribution to the cross-sec
tion ot the coherent process arises onl.7 trom the la1'8e Q2....,. m~. It 
is described by the expression /4/: 

r1C)..('!~-:-fi.~~A);: .G-: J2. ~2.. 
')(

Lfr;; fA I 1'l2.. .~.z. \ z. 

(28) 

dO AtA 
)) U ') rV2 ~ ( ¥ + ~ ~ ~ (Q2.) 01 k2.et 

T 
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FA(Q2) is given by expression (16), wbere kL ~ (m! + Q2)/2V • In 
this expression the cross-section of elastic scattering for transver
sally and longitudinslly polarized A1-mesons were for simplicity sup
posed to be equal.Tbe distribution of tbe cross-section over k£ bas 
the following form: 

2£ .2 ~.2 'irA t)6(14---){A1 A) - IG.li. (raid exptBl k;}I
k/. - MV \2'iT 1671 8 T a

A 

(29) 

I3= -0;'~d~/2R1- *jA)(15 +7:A:'I)+ gO + erA: (A)&rt ('tA+JAU 

6 AII 
wbere for numer:i.cal calculations it is assumed tbat ,~=

<e-"; 
=: (51+ . The constant of A1-meson coupling to 

TOT 

the weak lep
ton cha;ged current is found fro~ tbe second Weinberg sum rule /7/

fA=fP = f2m~/.gJ' The results of caloulations of the differential 
cross-section (29) for a neon nucleus at E = 40 GeV are shown in 
Pig. 5. 

In the same f.igure tbe distribution over ki for the incoherent 
A1-meson production is presented. Tbe distribution was calculated 
using the formula: 

71111 <2 j 1. 'itA 
do(vA -"j<A1 X) _ ( G'fUl ~ ~~ + ..1L (!!;/....A1IJ<DO'l.S •dP - lJiiJ tA16Wp.7iNrn'l13 Lfm2. '1~'irIll.')0 

L ..,. A f' v~~ 

I'i= if (~+ Yf)2~r-1r' {(rr 1ten (1fp + 1)  (JO) 

- .- - '" IJ {if (tip + 1) / 
- 1.( (:Zp + ff) (~ ~D + 2 I(f - 1) fr (.1'1 7_ +70 

it!:.! - If) [l/(;Zr + jf)(fr(~+2j,-fJ + ~+ 1) 
J 

- c1-irt \'{;Zr + 6J; - i)J} 
a;.~ 
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Fig. 5. 	Distributions over kt ........ for different contributions totOZ 
>• the single A1-meeon neutrino-pro

duction 	crose-section. The dashed~ 
line is 	a coherent cross-section.! \ ......., 
 The dot-dashed line is a contribul!! tion of 	axial current to the inco$ ...... \ \ 

\ 
...............--.,_._,-- herent process; the dotted line 

\ is a contribution of vector current 
to the incoherent neutrino-produc

~" \ 

~ Wi 
\ 

\ tion; the solid line is a sum 01'
\ all contributions. Calculations 

have been performed for a neon 
........ •••• " ~'t"\ ..... , .......... . ........ ~ . 


nucleus 	at the neutrino energy,
,to' 

~ 
\ E = 40 GeV. 

0.05 0.1 

k2 (Gey2:)


l 

where llf .. (2kLE-m~)fm~ ; If .. m~/m~. The second term in (JO) pre
sents the contribution of vector current, which is large at small 
energies of Y • The cross-section es (pN' - At II) is described br 
the diagram of a single pion exchange and is parametrized in the 
following form: 

Y+A'l'.2 	 ()1)
6CrN'-A,N) Go /11 . 

6 !4Al
To estimate tho parameter 0 one can use a generaliza

tion ot the effective chiral Lagrangian method in the case of vector 
and axial-vector currents 122/. Using chiral-invariant Lagrangians 
of Al r<if and <:rIN interactions in the minimal form and taking 
in"l\o account the formi'actor of WN -vertex in the exponential form 
with the slope parameter of Bw= 5 Ge,/""2, we obtain for O(f"'-I1,III): 

~ J-Z [ 2 a 26(~'/- A,N) ~ _1_ O.JAPiI 1+ (mAT mp) ] 
J .J67i m2. )} 2. 2 ...... :1. m2 x 

IV 	 "'"" A 

(32)~ {(1-2 m:,.E\-)[m:: 8w- c - en (2 m~B7T~ + 1~ ~~ rnb, 

where V is in GeV; &C",'" 1).6 is the <rrll-coupling constant; the 
constant ot m1nimaJ. A1 f'1l" -interaction is connected with the decay
A,- p<ir width by the relation: 
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2. 
r _ 	J-AfIjf R R,2 =- 0226 GeV-'.

lAf'j{ - Lj'i/ 2. 

Since the amplitude of elastic A111-scattering is almost imagina
ry and the <ii-exchange amplitude is real, the interference of the 
axial and vector current contributions to the differelltial cross
section eJ ( Y A ..;. jt A1 X) can be neglected. The contribut:i,ons of 
the first and second terms to the cross-section on the neon-target 
and their sum are shown separately in Fig.5. 

It is seen that the axial current contribution is dominant. It 
follows from the expressions (29),(30) and (21), (26) that r~lation 
of the coherent cross section to the incoherent one in the case of

A, production is the same as in the cas410f pion production. But 
A1 incoherent production cross section is not enhanced at small valu
es Of kl. • The observed peak in the differential coherent cross 
section is determined mainly by the formfactor exp(-B kf ). Thus 
one can extract the coherent ivents by the fitting procedure analo
gously to the one done above in kT distribution. 

It should be noted that neu
trino-production of single A1-me

l;'" sons is not sensitive to the PCAC 
:r 

predictions, since the region of 
!. 
~" ~ 

small Q2, determined by the Adler 
~ relation, gives a negligible con,r 2 

tribution to the total cross-sec}
:I tion. The interest to this process 
~ ~ 

seems to be connected with the 

1 possibility to study A1-interac
0 ! 46 	 .40 ,,'0 ,~ 

tions with nucleons. It turned to
E~ (G.'1) 

be impossible to obtain similar 
Fig. 6. 	Total cross section of information in the process of dif

coherent AJ.-meson neu fractive A1-meson production bytrino-prod ction on 
neon nucleus. pions off nuclei /231 due to neces

sity of model allowance for in~ 
elastic corrections, making a con

tribution of an order of 100% to this process. On the other hand, as 
noted in section 3. a contribution of inelastic corrections to the 
A1-meson elastic scattering cross-section is negligibly small. The

refore, the value of e5~!~W can be reliably obtained from the ana
lysiS of experimental data using expressions (29) and (30). 
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Total cross section of coherent A1 neutrino-production on neon 
nucleus calculated at different energies using (29) is shown in fig.6. 
It is seen that the cross section rises with the energy faster than 
the pion neutrino-production cross-section and exeeds it at the ener
gies above 40 GeV. 

7. 	Discussion of R,sults 

A study of s~le pion neutrino-production in the coherent pro
cess on nuclei allows separating the contribution of axial current, 
which is generally determined by the PCAC requirement. Nevertheless, 
the accurate: and carefUll calculation of this process gives a possi
bility for the experimental verification of the PCAC effects. 

Let 	us summarize the main results Of the present paper. 
1. The extrapolation of the Adler relation to the region ot Q2~ 

has been obtained. It has been shawn that the main contribution to 
the dispersion integral for the axial current is made by a cut con
nected with the p~-production in the intermediate state and not by 

the A1-pole. Nevertheless, it turned out that the f1i -cut.center 
ot massucoincides with the A1-meson mass mA a 1.3 GeV. Theretore, the 
tormfactor in the pole torm (5) can be used, though at high energies, 
when the large values ot Q2 give a noticeable contribution, expres
sion(6) is more exact. 

2. With the coherent neutrino-production ot pions otf nuclei an 

additional dependence on Q2 appears. It is related to the complex 

structure ot a nucleus. Simple expression (16) has been obtained for 

it. 

3. EXpression (21) tor the dependence of the cross-section of 
single pion neutrino-production on longitudinal momentum transfer has 
been obtained. It has been shown that at small k~ the experimentally 
observed peak is mainly due to the axial formfactor of a nucleon, 
but not of a nucleus. Therefore. small k~ cannot be the only crite
rion tor selection of coherent events. 

4. The cross-section of incoherent neutrino-production of pions 
otf nuclei has been calculated with allowance for the contribution 
of vector current. It has been shown that this process is also charac
terized by the narrow peak in the d1stribution over ki. 

5. Tha cross-section for the coherent and incoherent neutrino
prodUction of A1-mesons has been calculated. It is shown that these 
processes are insensitive to the PCAC etfects. However, they allow 
obtaining unique information on the A1-meson interaction with nucleon. 

16 

Finally, we would like to, empbasize once more the necessity of 

more accurate selection of coherent events from the experimental data. 

The selected events with small values of ki ~ 1/~ should be distribu

ted over the variable k~~ \t-tminl (not ov~r t, as is done in /20/). 

The next fit of k~-dependence of the cross-section by two Gaussian 

exponents should lead to the B;:::B.r values of slopes for the coherent 


'Hlilpeak and B~ Bee values for the incoherent substrate. This is the 
usual procedure in the hadronic experiments. Comparison of the results 
of 	fitting of the incoherent bac~ound with the distribution over 
k~ 	 for the events with visible protons appears to be an additional 
test of the calculations. 

An independent selection of coherent events is also possible in 
the 	distribution over ki. In this case it is necessary to add the weight 
factor (1+Q2/m1)2. neutralizing the 1n!luence of the nucleon axial 
formfactor ,to each event. Atter that the coherent peak should have a 
nuclear slope B z ~ and the incoherent background should become al 
most kL-independent. . 

In conclusion the authors would like to express their gratitude 

to V.V.Ammosov and V.S.Burtovoy for useful discussions of the experi

mental data. 
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BenbKOB A.A., KonenHOBHq B.3. 
CooTHomeHHe .A.IVIepa H HeihpHHOpOJKAeHHe 
OgHJIOqHbiX agpOHOB 

EZ-86-595 

PaccMoTpeHbi npou;eccbi HeilTPHHOpoJK,!J;eHHH OgHHoqHbiX agpoHoB 
I peaKLI;HH vA -> IiliA ', r ge h = rr , A 1 ••• I c ToqKH 3peHHH 3KCnepHMeH-1 
TanbHoil nposepKH cnegcTBHil PCAC. TionyqeHo gHCnepCHOHHoe o6o6-
meHHe COOTHomeHHH Agnepa ,!J;nH HeUTpHHHbiX peaKLI;Hll B o6naCTH ~H-
3HqeCKHX 3HaqeHHH nepe,n;aHHoro 4-HMnynhca Q 2 ~ 0, KOTopoe 3a~ 
TeM HCnonb3yeTCH ,!l;nH BblqHcneHHH ceqeHHH He:HTpHHOpOJK,ll;eHHH OgH
HOqHbiX IlHOHOB B KOrepeHTHblX H HeKorepeHTHbiX rrpou;eccax Ha Hgpax • 
PegynbTaTbi pacqeToB cpaf!HHBaiOTCH c 3KCrrepHMeHTanbHbiMH gaHHbiMH 
rro peaKu;HH VNe --. 11 + rr -Ne. 06cyJKgaeTCH rrpou;egypa Bbl,[leneHHH Ko
repeHTHhlX co6hlTHH B 3KCrrepHMeHTe. PaccMoTpeH npou;ecc neilTpHHo
poJKgeHHH OAHHOqHbiX A1-Me3oHoB Ha Hgpax. 

Pa6oTa Bbii10nHPHa B na6opaTopHH HgepHbiX rrpo6neM OHHH. 

IlperrpHHT 06'be,!I;HHeHHoro HHCTHTyra MepHbiX HCCJie,!l;OBaHHH. ,lly6Ha 1986 

Belkov A.A., Kopeliovich B.Z. 
Adler Relation and Neutrino-Production 
of Single Hadrons 

EZ-86-595 

The processes of single hadron neutrino-production (reac
tion vA ,. IiliA', \vhere h = 11 , A 1, ... ) are considered from the 
viewpoint of experimental verification of PCAC predictions. 
Dispersion generalization of the Adler relation for neutrino 
reactions in the range of physical values of 4-momentum tran
sfer Q 2 ;, 0 is obtained. This generalization is used to calcu
late the cross-sections for neutrino-production of single 
pions in coherent and incoherent processes on nuclei. The re
sults of calculations are compared with experimental data on 
the reaction iiNe _, 11+ 11"-Ne. A procedure of the coherent event 
selection in the experiment is discussed. A process of single 
A)-meson neutrino-production is considered. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 
of Nuclear Problems, JINR. 
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